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The invitation and opportunity to participate in the hearings being

conducted by the Subcommittee is much appreciated. My remarks are made

on behalf of the University of Wisconsin, one of the foremost research

universities in the world, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, of

which 1 have been Patent Counsel since 1960, the Society of University

Patent Administrators, the American Council on Education)aBd the Council

on Government Relations of the National Association of College and

University BusinessOfficers~,~o~~~~(k4~~~>

Gvv- TI;W~O~l~~:~t'Re~~~i~~0VA~F)~P;;f~-
organization, incorporated in 1925, which functions as the patent adminis-

trative arm of the University of Wisconsin and is the designee of the Univer-

sity under the Institutional Patent Agreements between the University and

the Department of Health, Education,and Welfare and the National Science

Foundation. In each year WARF's total income is given, without restriction,

to the University of Wisconsin for use in suppDrt of research.
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The American Council on Education iFeM#S lfl'fg€lst assQsiatign

Cc,ftF I i lle'b'w, ) 'mweni Ii ~ ami- represents over 1600 colleges, universities

and associations in higher education.

The Council on Government Relations of the National Association of

College and University Business Officers is supported by 1191eading univer-
r

sities which, as a group, are the recipients of over.90%qf the funds made

available to higher education through contracts and grants fOr scientific

activities.

The Society of University Patent Administrators is a professional

society of individuals all of whom have some responsibility for administering

inventions and patents at or in connection with some university. It currently

has approximately 120 members connected with over 90 universities and as

one of its major intended purposes, is concerned with the education of its

individual members to the techniques for accomplishing the transfer of the

results of basic research conducted at the universities to the marketplace,

primarily through utilization of the patent system.

Fundamental to the position of the university community with regard

to the disposition of property rights resulting from research and development

activities sponsored and funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government

are certain strong beliefs which have been amply reinforced by the eXp$rience

of many years.

Paramount among such .beliefs is that the basic consideration in the

disposition of intellectual property rights generated through the eXp$nditure

I
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knowledge, but also in the expectation that the funded research will lead to

products, processes and techniques which will be· useful and acceptable in

all or part of our society to improve the well-being of the society in general.

In the face of this presumption it is apparent that inventions, whether

made through the expenditure of private or governmental funds, are of little

value to society unless and until they are utilized by society. In order to

achieve such utilization it is essential that the invention be placed in a form

or condition which will be acceptable and beneficial to the public. In other

words, the technology must somehow be transferred to the public sector.
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In a free enterprise system such transfer is normally accomplished

as the result of pertinent and appropriate activities of private enterprise.

Since such activities obviously entail the commitment and expenditure of

substantial monies -- an ~xpenditure which has been estimated to be 10

times or more of the amount needed to make the invention - - adequate and

appropriate incentives to such commitment and expenditures must be afforded.

Consequently, and since the patent system provides such incentives and is the

most viable vehicle for accomplishing the transfer of technology, full and

careful consideration must be given to the making of any patent policy which

will affect the transfer of technology that has been generated in whole or in

part by Government-funded:(esearch.

For many years the university sector has soughta uniform Government
.~

patent policy. There was general agreeme~tAwithinand without the .Government

that the primary objects of such a policy should be to:

1. promote further I'fiyate development and utilization of inventions

made with Government funds;

2. ensure that the Government's interest in practicing inventions

for Governmental purposes resulting from its support is

protected;

3. ensure that patent rights in such inventions are not used for

unfair, anticompetitiveor suppressive purposeS;

\ I
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4. minimize the cost of administering patent policies through

uniform principles ; and

5. attract the best qualified contractors.

public sh uld truly bene£" fr m theexpen

dollars. t

One can truthfully say that up to the present Government patent

policy has. at best. been non-uniform ancJ.at worst. has been a non-policy

with ·the resultthat.some20.ormorepolicies.have~.de:\Teloped.geI!erallY.. 011...

an Agency~by-Agencybasis and not even with uniform application of a given

Agency policy within an Agency. At the one extreme. some Agencies

advocated the "title" policy. At the other extreme was those. Agencies advo

eating the "license" policy. There were also many and yaried policies between

those two extremeS.

Governmental agencies operating under the "title" policy insisted on

acquiring title to all contract-generated inventions and patents on them,

including inventions which were only incidental to the major purpose .of the

contract, and then dedicated them to the public through publication, or by

Offering a license on anonexclusive, xoyalty-freebasis under any patents

obtained to all who requested it. The argument wa~ that all these inventions.
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including the incidental inventions, should be acquired because they had

been "paid for" by the Government and should therefore be owned by the

Government. 1

Agencies which adopted the "license policy" permitted the contractor

to ta.ke and keejJtitle to inventions and patents arising under the contract,

while reserving a royalty-free license in the Government to practice the

invention for Governmental purposes. The theory which these Agencies

applied was that inventions and patents are only incidental to the specific

research or product contracted for and that equity demands nothing more

than a royalty-free right for the Government to use the inventions.

Since within the universities, more often than not, an investigation

is carried out with funds acquired under grants or contracts with more

than one Government Agency, and perhaps also with co-mingled funds

.derived from other sources,· the uncertainties as to the applicable patent

policy militated strongly against the successful transfer of the technology

developed. Most unfortunately, the most restrictive policy was applied, and

=,.,
~.

generally with little regard for funding .'. The inevitable result was

an adverse effect on possible transfer of the technology to the public. It

1See, Public Citizen V. Sampson, .379F Supp, 662 (D. D. C. 1924) aff'd,
515 F. 2d 1018 (D.C. Cir. 1975); Press release by Senator Gaylord Nelson
(Wis. ) of the Senate Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senate Small Business
Committee on Dec. 9, 1977 re the Government giving rights to inventions
to contractors; Also, hearings held by Senator Nelson on GSA proposed
changes in the FPR issued March 18, 1978; Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Monopoly and anticompetitive Activities of the Select Committee on Small
Business United States Senate, 95th Congress, 2nd Session on Government
Patent Policies, May 22, 23, June 20, 21 and 26, 1978.
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has been the experience of years within the universities that the .more

"title" oriented an Agency is toward inventions and patents genlerated under

its funding the less the likelihood exists that the technology will be success-

fully transferred fOr the public benefit.

An interesting comparison along these .lines was made by Harbridge

HOuse in its 1968 stud? of Governm~nt-funded patents pUt into lise in 1957

and 1962. It was found tha.t contractor-held inventions were 10.7 times~

~"
p$ likely as" Government-held inventions to be utilized in products or

processes employed in the private sector for the benefit of the public.

Moreover, basedupon experience, particularly under the Institutional

Patent Agreements as between universities and nonprofit organizations on

the one hand and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and

the National Science Foundation on the other hand, there is nO reason to

suspect that a different conclusion would be reached today.

It seems axiomatic that since the patent system was created as an

incentive to invent, develop and exploit new technology -to promote science

and useful arts for the public benefit - when the Government holds the patent

under the aegis that the inventions of the patent should be freely available

to all, much the same as if the disclosure of the invention had been merely

publiShed, the patent system cannot operate in the manner in which it was

intended. The incentives inherent in the right to exclude conferred upon the

private owner of a patent,and which are the inducement to development

2Harbridge House Inc., Government Patent Policy Study for the FCST
Committee on Government Patent Policy, May 15, 1968.
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efforts, are sirnplynotavailable.

The experience with licensing of Government owned patents, with

the Government in the main espousing a nonexclusive licensing policy, has

irrefutably been one of non-use. 3 In the language of the original opinion

of the Court in the famous' case of United States v. Dubilier Condenser

Corporation, when title to patents is vested in the Governrnentthey are lodged

"in a dead hand incapable oHurning the patent .to account for the benefit of

the public. "

It should be obvious that without the introduction of new products into

the economy,economic growth and job expansion would come to an eventual

halt. While people can disagree whether particular technologica~ innovations

are good or bad, we doubt that anyone would seriously argue that a slow-down

in technological innovation would not result in slower economic grOWth.. Given

the large fraction of research and development performed in this country

that is Government-supported, it is inescapable that a Government patent

policy that discourages investment in the development of the inventions made

during that research would have a negative effect on economic growth.

A good example of the disincentive to the transfer of technology

which occurs u\1der a restrictive Government patent policy and the salutary

3see Resume' of U. S. Technology Policies - Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson-
Les Nouvelles (Journal of the Licensing Executives SOCiety) Dec. 1976,
Vol. XI No.4, p. 186; Statement before the National Commission for the
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research,
Dec. 11. 1976. (This latter document also contrasts the experience of
universities in licensing patents owned by them some or most of which may
have resulted from research supported in whole or part by Federal monies).

J
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effects which are engendered when such restrictive policy is substantially

relaxed can be found in an experience at the University of Wisconsin.

In the early 1960's when I first became involved with the questions

raised by Government funding of research at universities, the Department

ofHealth, Education, and Welfare was functioning basically with a title

with waiver policy, even though a number of Institutional Patent Agreements

were outstanding. In that period circumstances were encountered where

requests fordeterminations of waiver in the face Of potential statutory bars

against patenting would go unanswered until after the statutory bar had become

effective. Then too, on the very few occasions where a waiver was granted

it was so fraught with restrictive provisions that it presented an ul)workable

basis for transferring technology. No commercial firm would accept the

conditions which were imposed by the waiver..

The effect of such circumstances was to completely discourage the

inventor from seeking to commercialize his inventions and, in fact, of

even recognizing the presence of invention - the burdens attached because

of the posture and attitudes of that Department toward the transfer of

technology were simply too overwhelming.

Ultimately, on December 1, 1968, after a long period of negotiation,

and~~mof the Department of Health, Educatiop, and Welfare {DHEW) policy

by the General Accounting Office, an Instititonal Patent Agreement (IPA) was

entered into by the University of Wisconsin and the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare which gave the University the first option to
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ownership of inventions made with that Department's funds. The Wisconsin

Alumni Research Foundation was named as designee of the University under

that Agreement.

The results, although not immediate, were astounding:

Whereas, prior to the effective date of the IPA,December 1, 1968,

no inventions rnade at the University of Wisconsin with Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare funds had been licensed to industry (one invention

not falling under the IPA was licensed after that date),'. since that date,

WARF has received a total of 76 invention disclosures under the IPA,has ,
~~~ . '

filed 96rpPlications on 57 of those disclosures and has had 55 United States

patents issue.

A total of 20 licenses were issued under one or more of these patents

and patent applications, 18 of whiCh are still extant, and under which four

new· products have been· marketed with the strong promise of yet other'

products to be introduced after significant development work by licensees

has been completed. Three of the products now in the market shOW signifi-

cant promise for alleviating human suffering.

On a broader base, since 1969, whenDHEW began using a less

restrictive patent policy, until the fall of 1974, DHEW estimated that the

rights to 329 inventions made in the performance of DHEW funded research

were being managed by institutions. During that period these organizatiDns

had negotiated 44 nonexclusive and 78 exclusive licenses under patent

applications or patents on the 329 inventions. By the end of fiscal 1976
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and obtained. This, of course, provides the basis for a return, in the form
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of rOyaltie~ from the transfer of the technology represented by those patents

to (oreign companies and countries, with the promise of alleviating our
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the number of inventions held by such organizations had in~ed to 5l~
DHEWestimated that the risk capital generated under the licenses on various

, . 4
of these 517 inventions was approximately $150, 000, 000.

This experience strongly supports the general proposition that the

less restrictive the patent policy the greater is the transfer of technology.

And it is significant in this regard that the major thrust of the Inf,ltitutional

patent Agreements and of H. R. 2414 is the same/ namely, that the contractor

has first option to title to any invention made under the contract. In both

situations the Government and the pUblic is adequately protected through

appropriate "march-in" provisions~

Moreover, we believe these data clearly establish that the universities

have been highly successful in transferring technology left with them through

: licensing under patents whereas attempts to license Government-owned

I inventions have been singularly unsuccessful (see footnotes· 2 and 3 supra).

I
II of the United States, is that where the first option to title to inventions has

Ii 1been· eft/with the contractors numbers of foreign patents have been pursued
I

I

(
1

(

4Science Policy Implications of DNA Recombinant Molecule Research.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
of the Committee on Science and Technology, U. S. House of Representatives,
95th Congo 1st Sess. (No. 24) p. 965.
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balance of payments deficit.

In contrast, under a policy where the Government takes title to the

invention, there has been, at best;. a very limited effort to obtain foreign

patent protection with the result that much of the technology.generated

under Federal funding has been available without chargear restriction

to .foreign companies. and countries. The incursions into the United States'

market by such companies who have very successfully utilized such

technology are well known, as is the resulting balance of trade deficit.

We firmly believe thatthe first-option-in-the-contractorpolicy of

H. R. 2414 will promote the transfer of technology f~;r t;HS 1'8118:: ili g sn@ll:s)Ql

1. I educes the uncertainties as to the status of invention rights

and ereby permits:

(a) he prompt filing of appropriate patent applications

by he contractor-grantee;

(b) an ea y effort by experienced teChnology transfer

groups a d patent management organizations to locate

and engage ivateenterprise.in further development

of inventions;

(c) an early decision the industrial developer that the

intellectual property ights in the innovation being

offered are sufficient to rotect its °risk investment.

2. It is a recognition by the agency th t the nature of the research

being supported through funding unde a grant or contract is

I
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fundamental.or basic and that inventions and the making

of hem are by-products of and not a specific object of the

t gra or contract.

3. It is a recognition that any invention evolved will require

further evelopment to bring it to the marketplace-

developm t which should involve private enterprise since

under our fr e enterprise system private parties and not

the Governme t should engage in such activity.

4. It provides moti tion fora contribution by a commercial

orgal1ization, in ca hor in. kind, to Government-funded

research projects--t certainty of the grantee (contractor)

having the first option t any invention arising from such project

providing the basis for thl now recognized attitudinal change

by industry.

5. It provides a climate which en ourages the investigator

inventor's continuing participatioin the transfer of his

inventive technology to the public-- particularly important

consideration where university-gener ed inventions are

involved since such inventions tend. to be embryonic in nature•.

6. It more fairly recognizes the equities and ontributions of

all of the parties to the inventive technology.
\
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vides the opportunity for the university-contractor

ate income as consideration for the technological

innovation ing offered, which income is earmarked to.

research atthe university--the public thus

8. It permits timelyc sideration to be given to foreign patent

protection and thereby enhances the possibility of generating

payments from foreign s urces for the transfer of the patented

technology under license wi an attendant favorable impact

upon the balance of trade.

in the public interest. Such belief is based upon:

1. the past records of many universities as successful agents

for the transfer of technology;

2. the willingness, as taught by experience, of the private business

sector, irrespective of company size, to deal equitably and in

good faith with universities in such technology transfer endeavor;

3. the good experience which has been enjoyed by the universities

in the integrity of its technology transfer industrial "partner;" .

4. the improving attitude of commercial organizations toward

research at a university where a less restrictive patent policy
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controls as evidenced by increasing numbers of instances

where companies have made contributions, in cash or in

kind to Government-funded research projects where only

the prosp~ctive rights to inventions, yet unmade, is involved-

the certainty that the universities will have first option to

title to such invention apparently being the prime motivation;

5. the unwillingness, based upon experience, of the private

business sector to become a licensee of the Goverilment; and

6. the singularlyunsuccessfultechnology transfer record of the

Government.

There has been much said recently about the stllte in which United

States science is today and about the innovation process, There are, in fact,

many disquieting proxy measurements which, in summation,give cause for

real concern that in some areas at least we have lost and in other areas are

losing our technological leadership. For example,

Since the 1960s total expenditures for research and development

have declined by about 5% in constant dollars while expenditures

for .basic research are .down more than 10%.

Industrial expenditures for basic research have declined more than

20%.

1
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Based upon gross national product, R&D spending in the 10 years

from 1965 to 1975 slipped from about 3% to about 2%. During

that same period R&D spending in Germany, Japan and Russia

increased.

Foreign inventors now receive about 37% of United States patents

issued, up from about 17% in 1968.

We have a declining balance of trade which, in the manufactured

goods area, has been built in parton United States technology which

was exported.

We as a nation are spending less on research, using fewer people,

and producing fewer inventions; and fewer of the inventions we do produce

reach the marketplace, and ittakes them longer toreach it.

In fact, today the United States responds to the definition of an under

developed nation which is one that exports raw materials to maintain its

balance of payments, while itimports finished goods to maintain its standard

of living. We are exporting our grain, cotton, timber, coal and other new

materials to pay for TV sets, radios, tools, steel, clothing and a host of

other finished products.
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Ig tlJl::1he university community considers

1. that the absence .of a uniform government patent pol~cy has

been a serious disincentive to successful technology transfer

from the university to the public and has, in fact, often

deprived the public of the fruits of basic research;

2. that the absence of a uniform government patent policy which

reflects and supports our i3Yi3temof free enterprise has helped

to put the United States at peril in the world economic scene;

3. that science has over the years been made increai3ingly sub-

servient to politics, with decisions being made not on scientific

facts but on political opportunity;

4. that the talent of invention must be given the maximum encourage-

ment by providing the inventor and the process of technology

transfer all necessary stimuli to inventive and innOvation

activity in a Jree enterprise environment;

5. that the less restrictive a government patent policy is, the

greater is the transfer of technology under the policy;,
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The American Council on Education is the nation's largest association.

of colleges and universities and represents over 1600 colleges, universities

and associations in higher education.

The Council on Government Relations of the National Association of

College and University Business Officers is supported by 119 leading univer

sities which, as a group, are the recipients of over 90% of the funds made

available to higher education through contracts and grants for scientific

activities.

The Society of University Patent Administrators it'! a professional

society of individuals all of whom have some responsibility fOr administering

inventions and patents at Or in connection with some university. It currently

has approximately 120 members connected with over 90 universities and as

one of its major intended purposes, is concerned with the education of its

individual members to the techniques for accomplishing the transfer of the

results of basic research conducted at the universities to the marketplace,

primarily through utilization of the patent system.

Fundamental to the position of the university community with regard

to the disposition of property rights resulting from research and development

activities sponsored and funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government

are certain strong beliefs which have been amply reinforced by the experience

of many years.

Paramount among such beliefs is that the basic consideration in the

disposition of intellectual property rights generated through the expenditure
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In a free enterprise system such transfer is normally accomplished

as the result of pertinent and appropriate activities of private enterprise.

Since such activities obviously entail the commitment and expenditure of

substantial monies -- an expenditure which has been l'.lstimated to be 10

times or more of the amount needed to make the invention - - adequate and

appropriate incentives to such commitment and expenditures must be afforded.

Consequently, and since .the patent system provides such incentives and is the

most viable vehicle for accomplishing.the transfer of .technology, full and

careful consideration must be given to the making of. any patent policy which

will affect the transfer of technology that has been generated in whole or in

part by Government-funded research.

For many years the university sector has sought a uniform Government

patent policy. There was general agreement within and without the Government

that the primary objects of such a policy should be to:

1. promote further private development and utilization of inventions

made with· Government funds;

2. ensure that the Government's interest in practicing inventions

. for Governmental purposes resulting fromits support is

protected;

3. ensure that patent rights in such inventions are not used for

unfair, anticompetitive or suppressive pUrposes;
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We are in dire need of H, R. 2414 as a strong beginning to. dismantle

the roadblocks to innovation - roadblocks built upon a lack of understanding

of the.innovation process. and the necessity for 'and functioning. of the plltent

system in such process. political opportunism based upon outspoken but

unsupported claims to the guardillllship of the pUblic interest 0:1;" welfare.

and the self-protective caution which attends a highly bureaucratic govern-

memo

In tOday's technologically intensive atmosphere some protection for

the heavy investment required in developmentis more than ever necessary.

The lead time given by exclusive knowledge or patents is shorter than ever

before, We must realize that the innovative processes that bring revolu-

tionarychanges in society involve unpredictability. long gestation periods.

huge sums of capital. genius and extraordinary perserverance on the part

of free individuals and organjzlltions.
:::; ~CJ-~' ,
~ werbt afford to continue to leave decisions onthe disposition of

invention rights to the discretion of Government agencies; nor can we afford

to consider legislation which. as a practical matter. will do so.

H. R, 2414 serves to functionalize a policy. as represented by the

Institutional Patent Agreement. which has proven its ability to motivate the

transfer of technology. Moreover. it is believed abundantly clear that the

provisions of H R 2414 are practically and politically acceptable as evidenced

by the co-sponsorship of its companion bill in the Senate. S. 414. by some
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54 Senators of widely varied political persuas ion and by that Bill being

reported out favorably by the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate

without a dissenting vote.

look upon the Senate endorsement of S. 414 and, thereforyf

the provisions H. R. 2414,as recognition of the close linkbetw 6techno-

logical progress an verall economic outlook; the recogn· ·on that the

climate for innovation ca and does affect the public rsonally; the

recognition that it is more· artant to focus on the benefit which would

accrue to the public as a whole fr te nology transfer rather than upon

the fear that some few would pr

of the necessity for stirn

stich transfer; the recognitiOn

to inventive ac ·vity and innovation; the recogni-

tion that our pate system provides such stim i through the incentives
'\

which it 0 rs for the conversion of scientific kno ledge into production

be fitillg human welfare; ~tne 1 ecogftitWB th:fnbvation has become

the preferred currency of foreign affairs.. ~.

In the present international environment,xnd being fully aware of

the complexities attendant upon technology transfer and innovation. as

well as the substantial lead-time necessary to these functions, we believe

it is imperative that action be taken now to provide meaningful motivation

for increased innovation.

It is our considered opinion that it is therefore both logical and

politic for this Subcommittee and the Committee on the Judiciary to move
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forcefully for the passage of H. R. 2414 to supply innovation incentiv.es ~ ...•~

where they are most sorely needed. The enhanced transfer of vital techn~~

ogyand innovation which we are cElrtain will be experienced .under such .~~'"'-~

legi:~wUl "en become a,<roog reco~enda<jon!","e e",e.,lon~",*,
of ~,.(provisions~f II. fl. li! lU to. all other contractors with the Government.~

\j;J'~~.~ . , . • ~"\-~"H.R. ~33· ..•~ ~~~~~~.: . ;J

The l\niversity community, in espousing an enlightened uniform

Government patent policy which will provide an incentive to the transfer

oftechnology, philosophically believes that such policy should apply toall

I Government contracts. As a practical matter, however, the greaterneEld

for the patent incentive lies primarily with the universities, nonprofit

organizations and small business. Technology transfer by univElrsities

and nonprofits depends entirely on the underlying patent position, and for

small business. the patent right is an important element in its ability to

COmpete. Nor. should such a policy differentiate as between research and

devEllopment results which .are intended for the Government's own use and

those whic:h are intended for civilian purposes. It must be presumed in

both situations, as pointed out earlier, that. the goal of research and

development is to generate processes, products and techniques which

..willbElcomeavailable to and benefit society in general.

The provisions of Chapter 38 of H. R. 6933, the Government Patent

Policy Act of 1980, as applied to the small business and nonprofit sectors,
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the latter, of cOurse, including the university community, reflect the

greater need for the patent incentive which lies with those groups and,

in fact, impose fewer limitations on the functioning of those groups than

do the provisions of H. R. 2414.

The scope of H. R. 6933 is, however, considerably greater than

that of H. R. 2414 and specifically provides for the administration of

inventions arising under all Government contracts and frOm Government

employees as well. The breadth of the proposed legislation and the

provisions pertaining to the handling of inventions generated by other than

the small business or nonprofit contract-grantee or the Government

employee causes concern in the university community. Based upon the
. .

experience of years of effort in seeking executive and legislative under-

standing of the necessity for technology transferincerttives, and given

the well-recognized reticence of the private sector to seek and enter into
'-~~c;~

licensing arrangements,(underGovernment-owned patents, the universities

had collectively come to the conclusion that legislation of the character of

H. R. 6933 would be practically and politically unacceptable. The anticipated

adverse reaction to such legislation was confirmed accordirig to our under-

standing during the hearing on 'The Government Patent Policy Act of 1980"

before the combined Judiciary, Commerce and Government Affairs Committees

of the, Senate on January 25, 1980 and in the course of other hearings since.
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As a consequence, we are apprehensive that one of the most valuable

incentives to innovation, H. R. 2414, the provisions of which h(:webeen

provenJo be politically and practically acceptable through the ringing

endorsement of its companion bill in the Senate, S. 414, will be buried

in the rhet()r ic and delays which we firmly believe will attend H.R. 6933.

Thus, the opportunity to immediately address, with meaningful

legislation, the decaying technological position of the United States will

have beenindefini~1;P~e~haiis'1o~t7c&v~t~e~~ Sk)

international situation, further delays in moving toward solution of the

innovation problem can nOt consGionably be tolerated... ~. ..... ..•... :t.
d-~~ ,Y"'- '\.-V'~~

The university community,(el'lltH ~'the provisions of H. R. 6933

relating to the reexamination of patents and equivocally endorses the

Patent and Trademark Office fee structure provision of the Bill.

In this latter regard it should be self-evident that additional fees

will create a hardship on the individual inventor. It may be less apparent that

additional fees. and especially maintenance fees, can also create a hardship

upon the smalllmsiness and nonprofit groups. Thus, university generated

inventions for the most part arise from basic research and very often are

technologically considerably ahead of the commercial state of the art. As

a consequence, many such inventions may not find commercial application

for many years, if at all. In order to preserve the intellectual property

right represented by apatent on the invention, the patent would have to be
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maintained through thepaym.ent of fees, in the bare expectation that

commercial application of the invention may become a reality.

H. R.3806

The university community endorses the priIIl.ary thrust of Title III

of H. R. 3806 under which a Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit is

to be established.

It is contemplated that the establishment of such court will serve

to provide greater uniformity in judicial review of complex patent litigation

and mitigatea.gainst the current practice oUorum shopping when such

litigation is anticipated.

~--7
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement but, with

your permission I would like to submit an additional document for inclusion

in the record. This is a paper entitled:

Public Patents - Public Benefit
Synonyms or Aritonyms?

which was prepared for a meeting of the State Bar of Wisconsin and which

discusses the iIIl.pact of Government patent policy on competition, innovation,

public heal~h, economic growth and jobs, and foreign competition.

~~ortunityto express these views is greatly appreciated. 1

would be happy to respond to any questions which you or other members of

the Subcomittee may have.

#####


